Polar Shift and Bird Migration
By David Michael
The Dream
In the early morning of the 28th of October 2018, I was here in AZ not far from my home in the
desert in SE Arizona. I looked up in this dream-vision and saw thousands of birds swarming, circling
and then slowly beginning to fly to the south-east of my location.
I then saw tropical birds walking along the ground
in groups. I saw a small group of 3 parrots following
by parakeets walking together and talking. They were
having a discussion about being lost and trying to find
their way home.
I wondered in the dream how they arrived this far
north since parrots are commonly found in the tropics
to the South in Mexico and South America. I then
awoke.
South East
The South East of here is toward the Rio Grand that
goes into the Gulf of Mexico. Why to the South East I
wondered and not due south into Mexico and South
America? I had to ask why were these tropical birds so
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far north and lost in the first place? Birds have a earth
magnetic polls (north-south orientation) sensor system in their brains that give them very refined
direction and never get lost.
I then realized this dream was about a time when the
polar shift has occurred and South America is no longer due
south and north was no longer due north. The South-East
direction indicated to me that the new magnetic north pole
was as much as 45 degrees to the North-West of its current
location. The birds were still following magnetic north but
the new magnetic north gave them a new direction South
toward the Gulf of Mexico.
Birds to the North
The fact the birds were too far north is the result of a
polar shift where the earth itself shifts but the air above the
earth and the birds in the air do not shift and move. On the
surface of the earth itself, the effect would appear as a sudden
wind hundreds of mile per hour in force destroying much on
land. So the earth rotates suddenly and leaves the birds in
their former location or blown elsewhere. I have to ask the question, was the SE direction that birds
were walking the new south? Yes. The location of the new equator is unknown to me at this time.
New Magnetic North
I then did some research on this and found a number of scientists who have projected where the
new magnetic north would occur if we had a magnetic pole shift or a polar shift. The mystical
scientists say they are getting visions and dreams on this and have then done research on the scientific

probability of this shift happening and it resultant location.
Many suggest it is a reversal of poles where
north becomes south and south north but not
exactly. Others think that it is just a wobble shift
relocating the new north pole still somewhere in
the northern hemisphere. This is like a top that
slows down and at times, it is observed to have a
polar wobble (new spin center) before stopping all
together. In this case the earth will keep turning
but as the magma shifts from one part to another
deep underground, the center of gravity changes
and causes a change of spin center we call the
polar axis.
Climate Change
As I continued research into this
phenomena, I realized the polar shift was well
researched by both conventional scientists and
mystical scientists. Both camps say such an event
will radically change the climate... ahhh... the real
reason for climate change as the polar shift is
happening now!
The pivot point for this shift seems to be in
Ecuador with the Equator in this region staying in
much the same location just rotating slightly.

SE Arizona Climate
So what will the temperature be like in SE Arizona? Looking at the likely location of the new
Equator and the degree north of the Equator that the shift may cause, Arizona may take on the climate
of the northern border of America like the current climate in Eastern Oregon, Idaho and Montana. Not
sure I would like the colder weather. The snow birds (tourists escaping winters up north) will have to
rethink where they will escape to in the winter.

It is suggested by this shift that the new north pole is located in the north Pacific south of Alaska
whereas the new south pole will be located near Cape Horn on the southern tip of Africa. These places
are to be avoided. Not sure how the southern Africans will survive with the radical change of
temperature to arctic conditions.
My dream is one of these efforts in the mystical sciences to determine the outcome of such a
shift and this article will become a source reference for the future when deciding the best place to live
during such a time. Many ex-patriot Americans are escaping to the tropics in Eastern South America.
Perhaps they need to rethink this decision and go to the west coast of South America?
For me living in South East Arizona at 3400 feet, I will definitely need a well constructed and
insulated dwelling and a source of firewood with a wood stove to keep warm.

